Forest School October update
Q. How will Forest School help my child?
Sessions focus on aspects of holistic development. The teacher is less of a person of authority and more a facilitator, mentor
and experienced companion. Children are allowed to choose the direction they take, discover, discuss and develop without the
constrains of a table and chair. As they learn to respect this freedom they will learn about themselves, learn how to work
effectively with others and learn how to be resilient. The main principals of Forest School are to




Promote self‐esteem ‐ freedom without interference
Promote confidence ‐ belief in yourself and your abilities
Promote independence ‐ a feeling of pride in yourself

October has changed the look of the forest quite dramatically. The deciduous trees are losing all of their leaves and
the rain has changed the ground from very, very dry to very muddy. We have also had some very strong winds and
this is one of the only weathers to stop Forest School! Strong winds can bring branches down so it is a very good
idea to avoid the forest at these times.
We decided to make the Forest our own this month! We utilised all of the mud and made a mud flag for each of the
groups. Afternoon Forest School, Lunch club and EYFS Forest School………..

The first group of Forest School Rangers have learnt the rules of Forest School really well!

No Picky, no licky, careful with ropes and careful with sticky!
We then spent some time thinking about autumn and all the things that the forest give us at this time. We have learnt that
conkers, propellers and acorns are all seeds or fruit from trees and we used some to make some natural art.

We then had a close look at who we share the forest with and made some 3D models of the creatures we found………

One of the children really didn’t like bugs or flying insects but she happily hunted with her team and looked closely
at the mini beasts which is an amazing achievement! We have been assessing the first team and their confidence,
self‐esteem and resilience has grown massively! We are looking forward to developing these skills further and with
ALL children throughout Longwell Green School.
Early years have a Monday at Forest School and we made a mud print flag. The children loved using the mud kitchen
to make mud paint and then used lots of great descriptive words to say how the mud felt on their hands. I was
surprised by how many different words they came up with!

This week we gathered lots of sticks and looked closely to see which were long and which were short. The children
then tried to size them from shortest to longest. I think it looks like a tree? They then taught me ‘Baby Shark’ which
has quickly become my favourite song – but also a bit of an ear worm baby shark da da da dada da da da dadada!..

